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1 Where Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 2020 FPS01-02 Fully-Activated Appliance (in short
“appliance” in this script), hence you will need such an appliance to make use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the appliance within 1-2
hours from https://cal.sap.com > Solutions > SAP S/4HANA 2020 FPS01 or FPS02 Fully-Activated Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note 2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809-system-in-afraction-of-the-usual-setup-time/
Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for information about
necessary preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full functionality of your appliance. These
steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.

2

Demo Story: SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit
(Staging Tables Approach) - Migrating Product

When implementing your SAP S/4HANA solution, you can migrate your master data and business data from SAP
systems and non-SAP systems to SAP S/4HANA. To do this, you use the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit.
There are two migration approaches available:
1. Migrate Data Using Staging Tables
The SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit creates staging tables for the migration objects that are relevant for your
project and migrates data from these staging tables to the target SAP S/4HANA system.
Template files are provided for every migration object. You can use these template files to fill the staging tables
with data. Alternatively, you can fill the staging tables by using your preferred tools (for example SAP Data
Services).
2. Migrate Data Directly from SAP System
An RFC connection connects the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit to the SAP ERP source system. The SAP
S/4HANA migration cockpit selects data from the source system by using specific criteria. For example, if you are
using the migration scenario SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA, then the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit selects data
using company codes (you specify the relevant company codes when creating a project). Note the following
information for the migration scenarios:
More information on the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit can be found on our central landing page:
Link SAP S/4HANA: https://help.sap.com/S4_OP_DM
Link SAP S/4HANA Cloud: https://help.sap.com/S4_CE_DM
In this demo exercise, we’ll walk you through the approach migrate data using staging tables. Therefore, we us the
migration object Product (master data) as an example. To populate the staging tables, we will use the pre-delivered XML
template files.
For your project, consider that the size limit for each file uploaded to SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit is 160 MB. This
parameter can be changed if required – see detailed info in our Help Portal (link).
Exercise Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Create migration project with migration object Product
Maintain mapping tasks for fixed value and control parameter
Download XML template file
Populate XML file with data and upload
Prepare staging tables
Maintain mappings
Simulate the migration
Execute the migration
Validate imported data using SAP S/4HANA Business Apps

2.1

Start the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit

In this process step, you start the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit.
Be sure to access the appliance using the Windows Remote Desktop option provided with the S/4HANA Fully-Activated
Trial System for this scenario. For information on how to do this, see slides 21 - 23 on the step-by-step Quick Start Guide
which you can download here: https://www.sap.com/cmp/oth/crm-s4hana/s4hana-on-premise-trial.html

Explanation

Go to your CAL instance
and connect to
system S4H. Choose RDP.
Click Connect.
This opens a remote
desktop connection. Go to
the welcome page and click
the link which opens FIORI.

Use the following logon
data:
1. Enter User: S4H_MG
2. Enter PW: Welcome1
Client 100 is already
Suggested.
3. Click Log On .

Screeshot:

Explanation

1.Expand the list of all
sections in the upper-right
corner header.
2. Click “Data
Migration” (tick the tab in
the header).

To access the SAP
S/4HANA migration
cockpit, choose the Migrate
Your Data – Migration
Cockpit app in the Fiori
Launchpad.

Screeshot:

2.2

Create a migration project

In this process step, you create a migration project to facilitate the transfer of data from a source system to SAP
S/4HANA. You use the migration project to specify the data that you want to transfer, and to monitor the status to the
migration.
Explanation:

In the Migration Project
screen choose Create and
select the Migrate Data
Using Staging Tables
approach.

In the New Migration Project
dialog box - view General
Data, make the following
entries:
Name: <Name of your
migration project>
Database Connection:
Choose Local SAP
S/4HANA Database
Schema
Next, choose Step2.
In the New Migration Project
dialog box - Migration
Objects view, search for
migration object Product.
Mark the migration object
Product and click on arrow
to locate the migration
object from Available
Migrations Objects to the
Selected Migration Object

Click on Review.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

There comes a pop-up
asking if you want to add the
predecessor objects.
Click “Do Not Add”.

Choose Create Project to
create your migration
project.

Go Back

.

Please note that creating a new project takes some time until it is ready for processing.
In the background a lot of information is copied, e.g. the template migration object is copied to your project for further use.
On the Migration Projects screen, you see the new project immediately. The migration objects which are not yet ready for
further processing are marked as “Not Ready for Processing”. This line disappears as soon as the migration object is ready,
and you can proceed with the selection step for this object.

2.3

Maintain mapping tasks for fixed value and control parameter

In this activity, you process open mapping tasks for fixed values and control parameter for the migration object before
you prepare the staging tables.
On the Migration Project
screen, in the Mapping Tasks
column, you can view the
number of open mapping
tasks for fixed values and
control parameter. In our
case 3 mapping tasks are
open.
Choose 3.
Alternatively, you can select
the relevant migration object
and choose the action
Mapping Tasks.

Go back

.

The system displayed the
mapping tasks screen where
you can see the list of fixed
value and control parameter
mappings tasks that should
be verified and confirmed.

Choose entry Fixed value
Controlling Area in the Mapping
Task column, the selection
help for target value
Customizing and select target
value 00002 external
numbering from the list.

Choose Confirm.

Choose entry Product internal
or external Numbering in the
Mapping Task column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for target
value Customizing and select
target value 00002 external
numbering from the list.

Choose Confirm.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for target
value Customizing and select
target value 00001 No
integration from the list.

Choose Confirm.
Status of the 3 mapping tasks
is confirmed

Go back

2.4

.

Download migration template and prepare data

In this process step, you download the template file for your migration object and enter the data to be migrated in the file.
Explanation:

On the Migration Projects
Screen choose the created
migration project.

Screenshot:

On the Migration Project
Screen select the migration
object Product and choose
Download Template. The
system creates a zip file that
contains the template file.
Save the zip file on the
remote desktop.
Open folder to see the
location of your zip file on the
remote desktop.
Open the zip file and copy the
EN_Product.xml file from the
remote desktop to your local
computer desktop.

Select Copy with the rightclick.

Paste the
EN_Product.xml file to
your local computer.
Note: The Remote Desktop
does not contain Microsoft
Excel. As we need to fill in the
EN_Product.xml file with data,
we need to use Excel from our
local computer.

Open the EN_Product.xml
from your local computer.
Open the downloaded
template, Fill in the entries
mentioned below in the Basic
Data Tab:
(as an example, you can also
use file
EN_Product_example.xml
The file can be found under:
Q:\flavor\2020FAFPS00\Demo
_Files

NOTE: If you use the file
EN_Product_example.xml
for the data migration.
Please change on tab
Distribution Chains the
Delivery Plant from
0001 to 1010.
Open the downloaded template, Enable Editing and fill in the following entries in the Basic Data Tab:
(as an example, you can also use file EN_PRODUCT_EXAMPLE.XML. The file can be found under:
Q:\flavor\2020FAFPS00\Demo_Files)
Product Number Key: MIG_001 and MIG_002
Product type: HAWA (MIG_001) and FERT (MIG_002)
Product Group: L001 (MIG_001) and L004 (MIG_002)
Industry Sector: 1 (for both Products)
Product description: Migration 001 (MIG_001) and Migration 002 (MIG_002)
Language Key: EN for both materials
Base Unit of Measure (ISO format): PCE (for both products)
GTIN: 4012345120103 (MIG_002)
GTIN Category: HE (MIG_002)
General item category group: NORM (for both products)
Gross Weight: 1,000 (MIG_001) and 6850,000 (MIG_002)
Net Weight: 0,100 (MIG_001) and 5,000 (MIG_002)
Unit of Weight: KGM (for both products)
Transportation Group: 0001 (for both products)
Period Ind. For Shelf Life: D (MIG_001)
Indi. for the Shelf Life Expiration Date: B (MIG_001)
Fill in the following in the Alternative Units of Measure Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001
Alternative Unit of Measure (ISO format) CT (MIG_001)

Denominator for conversion to base unit: 1 (MIG_001)
Numerator for conversion to base unit: 10 (MIG_001)
Fill in the following entries in the Distribution Chains Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001 and MIG_002
Sales Organization: 1010(for both products)
Distribution Channel: 10(for both products)
Delivering Plant: 1010(for both products)
Cash Discount: X (for both products)
Item category group: NORM (for both products)
Account assign. Group: 01 (MIG_001) and 03 (MIG_002)
Fill in the following entries in the Tax Classification Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001, MIG_001 and MIG_002, MIG_002
Departure country: US; DE (MIG_001) and US, DE (MIG_002)
Tax category 1: UTXJ; TTX1 (MIG_001) and UTXJ; TTX1 (MIG_002)
Tax Classification1: 1 (for all 4 lines)
Fill in the following entries in the Plant Data Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001 and MIG_002
Plant: 1010(for both products)
MRP Type: VB (MIG_001) and PD (MIG_002)
MRP Controller: 001 (for both products)
Checking Group for Availability Check: SR (MIG_001) and SP (MIG_002)
Loading Group: 0001(for both products)
Purchase Group: 002 (MIG_001)
Strategy group: 40 (for both products)
Reorder Point: 10,000 (MIG_001)
Consumption mode: 2 (MIG_002)
Consumption period: backward: 100 (MIG_002)
Consumption period: forward: 100 (MIG_002)
Lot sizing Procedure: EX (for both products)
Minimum Lot Size: 10,000 (MIG_001)
Dependent require. Ind. For individ/coll: 2 (MIG_002)
Repetitive manufacturing profile: F (MIG_001) and E (MIG_002)
Procurement Type: 30 (MIG_002)
Replenishment Lead time: 4 (MIG_001) and 2 (MIG_002)
Inhouse production time: 10 (MIG_002) and 10 (MIG_002)
Planned delivery time: 10 (MIG_001) and 10 (MIG_002)
Scheduling Margin Profile: 001 (MIG_002)
Overdelivery Tolerance Limit: 99.0 (MIG_002)

Underdelivery Tolerance Limit: 99.0 (MIG_002)
Production Supervisor: YB1 (MIG_002)
Production Scheduling Profile: YB0001 (MIG_002)
Variance key: 000001 (MIG_002)
Costing Lot Size: 100,000 (MIG_002)
Fill in the following entries in the Forecast Data Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001
Plant: 1010
Forcast Model: D
Hist. periods: 12
Forcast Periods: 12
Periods per season: 12
Initialization Periods: 0
Fixed Periods: 0
Initialization: X
Tracking Limit: 4
Model Selection: A
Selection Prodecure: 2
Fill in the following entries in the Storage Location Data Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001 and MIG_002
Plant: 1010 (for both product)
Storage location: 171A (for both products)
Fill in the following entries in the MRP Area Tab:
Product Number Key: MIG_001
MRP Area: KANBAN1010
Plant: 1010
MRP Type: VB
MRP Controller: 001
Reorder Point: 15.000
Lot Size Procedure: FX
Fixed Lot Size: 10.000
MRP Type: VB
Safety Stock: 5.000
Special Prodcedure Type: 10
Fill in the following entries in Valuation Data Tab:
Productl Number Key: MIG_001 and MIG_002
Valuation area: 1010(for both products)
Price Control Determination: 2(for both products)

Valuation class: 3100(MIG_001) and 7900 (MIG_002)
Price Control: V(MIG_001) and S (MIG_002)
Currency: USD(for both products)
Inventory Price Moving Average: 20 (MIG_001)
Inventory Price Standard Price: 22068 (MIG_001)
Price Unit:1(for both products)
Save the excel sheet.

Accept the warning and keep
the using format.

Copy the filled
EN_product_example.xml
from your local computer to
the Remote Desktop.
Replace the old
EN_product_example.xml
version.

2.5

Upload migration template and transfer data to staging tables

This section describes how you can upload the template file and verify its data.
Explanation:

On Migration Project screen,
select the migration object
Product and choose the
action Upload File.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

In the File to Upload dialog
box, choose the downloaded
template you filled in and
choose Open.
Or you can either use the drag
and drop function.

The system uploads the file to
the SAP S/4HANA migration
cockpit.
On the File view you can view
the status of the validation.

Go back

2.6

.

Prepare staging tables

In this activity, you prepare the data in the staging tables. This step must be repeated whenever new data is added to the
staging tables.

Explanation:

Screenshot:

On the Migration Project screen
choose the action Prepare.

2.7

Maintain mapping tasks

In this activity, you process any open mapping tasks for the migration object before you proceed the simulation or the
migration.
Explanation:

On the Migration Project
screen, in the Mapping Tasks
column, you can view the
number of open and
completed mapping task for
each migration object. In our
case 45 mapping tasks are
open.
Choose 45.
Alternatively, you can select
the relevant migration object
and choose the action
Mapping Tasks.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

The system displayed the
mapping tasks screen where
you can see the list of all
Mappings Tasks that should
be verified and confirmed.
Mapping tasks include value
mapping tasks (where you
specify target values for
corresponding source values)
and fixed value tasks (where
you set default values for
target fields).

Note:
You need to process any open
mapping tasks for the
migration object before you
can proceed with the
simulation or the migration.
Choose the first entry Use
Product ID for Integration with
external Systems in the
Mapping Tasks column.
The system displays the
Mapping Tasks screen.
On the left-hand side, the
system displays the task and
the current status.
On the right-hand side,
under Values, the system
displays the values that need
to be confirmed for the task.

Choose on left-hand side
entry Mapping of Currency
Key (Output=ISO Format) in
the Mapping Task column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for
S/4HANA Target Value and
select target value EUR
European Euro from the list.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Choose Confirm.
Choose on left-hand side
entry Mapping of Period
Indicator for Shelf Life in the
Mapping Task column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for
S/4HANA target value and
select target value ‘BLANK’
Day from the list.

Choose Confirm.
Choose on left-hand side
entry Mapping of Repetitive
Manufacturing Profile in the
Mapping Task column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for Source
Value F and select S/4HANA
Target Value 0001 Final
backflsh w/o activities from
the list. For Source Value E
select S/4HANA Target Value
0002 F.backflsh
w.act.Prel.cost. from the list.

Choose Confirm for both
values.
Choose on left-hand side
entry Mapping of Storage
Location in the Mapping Task
column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for
S/4HANA Target Value and
select target value 101A Std.
storage 1 from the list.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

Choose Confirm.
Choose on left-hand side
entry Mapping of Valuation
Class in the Mapping Task
column.
Choose on right-hand side,
the selection help for Source
Value 7900 and select the
S/4HANA Target Value 7920
Finished Goods from the list.

Choose Confirm for both
values.
If you want to confirm all
mapping tasks directly (e.g.
the source values will be
taken 1:1 as target values),
you can select all mapping
tasks and choose Confirm.

Choose OK to confirm all
mapping values.

Go back

.

Explanation:

Screenshot:

Status of all mapping tasks is
confirmed.

Go back

.

In column Mapping Tasks you
can see that all mapping
tasks are done.

2.8

Simulate the migration

In this activity, you simulate the transfer of data to the target SAPS/4HANA system.
Note: No data is written to the target SAP S/4HANA system during the simulation process, but you can view all the
messages that would occur during an actual data transfer.
Explanation:

On Migration Project screen
choose the action Simulate.

You can monitor the status of
the simulation.
Choose Monitoring.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

On Monitoring screen, you
can view the active and
completed activities, for
example Simulation Started.
You can view the number of
migration object instances
that have been processed, as
well as the number of
background jobs that are
used to simulate the transfer.

Go back

.

On the Migration
Project screen, you can view
the number of migration
object instances that have
been simulated successfully,
and the number of migration
object instances that have
errors.
To view the instances,
click on 2 in the Simulation
column.

2.9

Execute the migration to SAP S/4HANA

In this section, you transfer the data to the target SAP S/4HANA system.
Explanation:

On the Migration
Project screen, choose the
action Migrate.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

Confirm warning message
with OK

You can monitor the status of
the migration.
Choose Monitoring.

On Monitoring screen, you
can view the active and
completed activities, for
example Migration Started.
You can view the number of
migration object instances
that have been processed, as
well as the number of
background jobs that are
used for the migration.

Go back

.

On the Migration
Project screen, you can view
the number of migration
object instances that have
been migrated successfully,
and the number of migration
object instances that have
errors.
In the column Migration
Progress, you can view the
status of the migration. In our
case 100% Percentage of
instances migrated
successfully.
To view the instances that are
migrated, click on 2 in
the Migration column.

2.10 Validate the imported data using SAP S/4HANA Business Apps
The purpose of this activity is to check completeness of the migrated data in the target SAP S/4HANA system using
corresponding apps or transactions.
Explanation:

Search for Display Material
app to validate the existence
of the imported material
master data.

Enter one of your materials
e.g. MIG_001.

Choose Continue.

Select all Views by choosing
Select All.

Screenshot:

Explanation:

Screenshot:

Enter Organization levels and
press Enter

.

Review data.

2.11 Summary
This concludes the demo of how to use files to specify the relevant data use Microsoft Excel XML files (provided by SAP)
for each migration object that is relevant for the transfer.
To view other Data Migration demo guides which demonstrate the use of staging tables or direct data transfer, visit the
S/4HANA Fully-Activated Trial Appliance Demo Story blog here: https://blogs.sap.com/?p=796653
For more information on the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit, visit our central landing page:
•

•

Link SAP S/4HANA: https://help.sap.com/S4_OP_DM
Link SAP S/4HANA Cloud: https://help.sap.com/S4_CE_DM
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